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The end of Dennard scaling, which argued that one could continue to decrease the
transistor feature size and voltage while keeping the power density constant, along
with the end of Moore’s law has raised a big challenge for large transistor count IC
designs. As we push through lower technology nodes in the IC and chip design, the
wire width goes thinner along with transistor size. Designers have been focusing
on reducing power consumption and increasing the number of gates on the device.
At the same time downscaling also benefits the performance of digital systems as
smaller transistors can operate on higher frequencies improving system speed. This
makes the wire resistance more dominant on 16nm and below technology nodes.
This increasing resistance and the decreasing width of metal wires introduce many
IR drop issues. These issues play major roles in reducing the lifespan of an elec-
tronic device and are the causes of functionality failure in any electronic devices
with lower technology nodes. IR Drop is an electrical phenomenon that produces
fluctuations in the supply voltage caused by the combination of parasitic resistive
elements in the power distribution network and the current needed to operate the
device. Moreover, there can be other factors that can cause IR drop, and identify-
ing the real problem and devising a good solution is not an easy task. Every EDA
company has its own tool which performs the IR analysis and based on the analysis,
techniques for IR fixes are applied. In this thesis, we explore and exploit the local-
ity of the IR Drop phenomenon in an attempt to capture the maximum number of
IR Drop hotspots early in the design cycle through the generation of scenarios that
provide us with realistic simulations of how our circuit would operate in the real
world. Simultaneously, we address the need to present accurate simulation scenar-
ios for every possible design, since the availability of real word scenarios from the
desingers is limited to a few critical parts of the integrated circuit that should def-
initely be examined due to the criticality and importance of it and argue that our
methodology makes fast and predictable switching scenarios available for early IR
hotspot detection with insignificant impact on runtime and tremendously accurate
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In this chapter I will be focusing on presenting some necessary terms and ideas so
anybody can read this thesis.
2 Chapter 1. Background
1.1 Power Distribution Network
The PDN has been presented as one of the most important elements to model accu-
rately because currents flowing through the PDN and the resulting supply voltage
fluctuations determine the gate delays and the potential delay faults. As it is well
known, PDN is a complex system of wires delivering power to the whole integrated
circuit through different layers. A PDN is classically organized as a set of paral-
lel large wires located in the upper metal layers covering the whole circuit surface
[Rius, 2013a].
Obviously, the electrical PDN model depends on the physical structure of the PDN.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume the following classical structure:
FIGURE 1.1: PDN topology example
• In the top metal levels of the chip, high metal level #n and metal level #n-1 are
exclusively composed of a set of parallel metal lines, these two sets having or-
thogonal directions. In the high metal levels through-vias that connect the two
sets of orthogonal lines are regularly placed. The whole set of metal lines and
through-vias creates a regular two-dimensional distribution network as repre-
sented in the Figure. Usually, in a given level, one line over two is dedicated to
Vdd and every other line to Gnd [I. Polian and Becker, 2006] in this way, it is
possible to analyze the Vdd distribution network and the Gnd distribution net-
work as two independent three dimensional distribution networks. The figure
illustrates the two orthogonal networks for Vdd PDN and Gnd PDN.
• In the bottom metal levels of the chip, metal #2 is commonly used for the Vdd and
Gnd lines. The Vdd and Gnd lines in the metal #2 level have typically a small
length corresponding to the mega-cell they feed [I. Polian and Becker, 2006].
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In addition they have multiple parallel via connections to the upper regular
three-dimensional network as illustrated in the Figure.
• Finally, intermediate metal level represents the interface between the upper regu-
lar three dimensional network and the lower irregular structure as illustrated
in the Figure.
PDN topology is obviously optimized in the design phase to reduce the parasitic
elements but they cannot be completely removed. And so, vertical crossings of con-
ductive elements behave as capacitive elements and long wires and vias behave as
resistive elements.
In addition, inductive elements may be considered although these are very small
and often neglected. Among all these parasitic elements, the resistive ones are really
predominant; reason why IR-Drop is one of the most analyzed electrical phenomena
due to the current flows through the PDN.
Therefore, the distribution network model must contain an accurate representation
and estimation of the PDN resistive elements.
From a modeling perspective, PDN topology can be divided into three areas:
• High metal level may be modeled as two independent two-dimensional resistive
grids. The Vdd and Gnd lines in this level of the chip are very long, corre-
sponding to the whole chip size. For this reason the parasitic resistances of the
regular network are determinant in the current distribution through the PDN.
• Intermediate metal level may be considered as included in the two-dimensional
grids
• Low metal level is made of short metal connection (in the order of the mega-cell
dimension) in comparison with the high metal level wires (in the order of the
chip dimension). Moreover, there are multiple parallel via connections to the
metal #3 lines that enable to reduce the resistive behavior of metal #2 lines.
For these reasons, the parasitic resistance of this level can be neglected in the
model.
In conclusion, the electrical model of the PDN concerns the two independent
supply networks, which are physically regular, intertwined and orthogonal from
one level to the other, and correspond to the high metal levels. We can accurately
model the PDN as a symmetrical structure composed of two grids with resistive
elements.
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However, this was a simple example.
To properly study a PDN including capacitive elements is mandatory. The first step
is to analyze all the types of capacitive elements that could have an impact on the
current distribution behavior. Capacitive elements can be parasitic capacitors (due to
the physical superposition of electrical elements) or capacitors that are intentionally
included during the design process:
• Parasitic capacitors of the physical PDN. Parallel conductive wires of the PDN
behave as capacitive elements. The conventional way to model this parasitic
capacitive element is to include small capacitors regularly in the PDN resistive
model. The size of these capacitors is determined by the layout parameters of
the PDN. These capacitors are connected to every node of the resistive grid.
• Intentional decoupling capacitors. In the design phase, on-chip decoupling ca-
pacitors are deliberately included in the PDN. Decoupling capacitors are an
efficient way to reduce the power supply noise created by the transient ele-
ments in the IC. Moreover, placing some decoupling capacitors in the design
reduces power supply fluctuations between different areas of the IC. Conse-
quently, decoupling capacitors reduce the IR-Drop impact. Intentional decou-
pling capacitors are much larger than the parasitic capacitive elements of the
PDN and their placement is usually determined during the PDN design phase
using commercial tools. Therefore, value and placement of the decoupling ca-
pacitors are known.
• Intrinsic decoupling capacitors due to non-switching gates. The CMOS transistors
of the logic gates have intrinsic decoupling capacitance elements due to their
internal electrical parameters and the interconnection capacitance[M. Popovich,
2008]. The equivalent decoupling capacitor of a gate is a function of the inter-
nal transistor capacitance and the interconnection capacitance. It can be calcu-
lated using the layout information. In a single gate, the intrinsic decoupling
capacitor is negligible, but it becomes very significant when a large number of
non-switching gates are connected to the same node of the PDN.
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1.2 IR-Drop
IR-Drop is defined as an electrical phenomenon associated with the switching of
MOS transistors. A current draw appears in the power supply connection and/or
the ground supply connection when transistors switch. The inherent parasitic el-
ements of the PDN combined with this current draw produce fluctuations in the
voltage level. IC scaling technology has increased the density of transistors and the
functional frequency. Thus, there are more gates switching simultaneously and con-
sequently, voltage fluctuations have also increased due to the increase of the amount
of current flowing through the PDN.
As a consequence of these fluctuations, logic gates can be powered with a lower-
than-normal Vdd or higher than-normal Gnd or both, reducing the gate swing and
impacting logic gates by an increased delay.
Moreover the sensitivity of the gate delay to power supply noise increases with
technology scaling. It has been reported that fluctuations of 10% in power/ground
supply voltage increase gate delay by 8% in 180nm technology [R. Saleh and Over-
hauser, 2000], but fluctuations of 10% can cause up to a 30% increase in gate delay
in a 130nm technology [S. Pant and Panda, 2003], and a 1% change in power supply
voltage causes nearly 4% of additional gate delay in 90nm technology [C. Tirumurti
and Change, 2004].
The impact of the IR Drop phenomenon has therefore become a critical concern.
There are a variety of reasons that may cause IR Drop:
• Improper placement of Power/Ground pads.
• Wrong block placement.
• Bad global power routing.
• Insufficient Core Ring / Power Strap width.
• Lesser number of Power Straps.
• Missing Vias.
• Insufficient number of Power Pads.
Let us have a simple model of a power grid as shown below.
FIGURE 1.2: Model of a power grid
The resistors are the effective resistances in the VDD and VSS power grid distribu-
tion and G1-G4 are the gates switching with their own capacity. Ideally, the voltage
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coming from the power supply to the gate G4 is the same. Actually, the voltage in
that node is reduced due to current flowing through the resistances R11-R14 that
cause a voltage drop. Vice versa, the voltage in the ground line will rise because the
current for G4 to VSS will pass through R21-R24. This can be applied for every cell
in the design.
This variation will be equal to:
∆Vmax = Iavg(RV dd + RV ss) (1.1)
This is why it is called IR drop, since V = I * R. In this case, Iavg is the current con-
sumed by the cell switching and R is the sum of the effective resistance of the power
grid for the pair VDD and VSS[Cadence Design Systems, 2002].
Power Supply Noise (PSN) refers to the voltage fluctuations in the power and ground
distribution networks (PDN). The voltage fluctuations due to power supply noise in
the PDN are generally called voltage drop.
The power distribution network includes all the metal wires and vias that deliver
power to every gate in the chip. This on-chip PDN is predominantly resistive but
capacitive and inductive parasitic elements are also presented.
Power supply noise is induced by current flows through the PDN:
• IR-Drop is generated due to the resistive elements of the PDN.
• Ground bounce is generated due to the inductive elements of the PDN ( L*(dI/dt)).
The design of a good, reliable on-chip PDN of a digital IC is a very complex task
because designers cannot anticipate all the functional conditions Design researches
about the power supply sensibility try obviously to reduce as much as possible the
whole power supply noise effect at the chip level.
In essence, the principle is to estimate the supply voltage drop due to the IR-Drop
and try to adapt the PDN design to minimize this phenomenon. To this aim, some
techniques are applied during design to decrease the power supply noise and to im-
prove the noise immunity of the circuits as explained by Larsson in [Larsson, 1999].
The most widely used technique consists in adding decoupling capacitors between
the power and ground supplies. Decoupling capacitors prevent the power noise
from spreading through the PDN and their inclusion in the design allows to isolate
different areas on the chip.
In this context most of the works try to develop algorithms to determine the op-
timal size and placement of the decoupling capacitors from the switching activities
and the spatial correlations between different blocks. A power supply noise aware
post-floorplanning methodology is proposed in [S. Zhao and Cheng, 2002] [H. M.
Chen and Wong, 2003] [S. A. Moghaddam and Lucas, 2005]. Another research
suggests to improve the traditional decoupling capacitor and to include active de-
coupling capacitors as a most effective technique to reduce the power supply noise
[J. Gu and Kim, 2006]. Another classical way to reduce the power supply noise is to
design a robust power distribution network. A lot of research works mark that tra-
ditional constraints in the PDN design are not enough to remove the IR-Drop timing
faults.
In order to improve the PDN design, most of the works propose a mathemat-
ical model to address the most important issues in the PDN design: width and
pitch of PDN wires [Guptaa and Kahng, 2006] [A. Mukherjee and Marek-Sadowska,
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2002], size, number and location of pads [D.A. Andersson, 2008], [Bhooshan, 2007],
[Bhooshan and Rao, 2007], [K. Shakeri and Meindl, 2003], [Shakeri and Meindl,
2005]. Wire sizing for power and ground networks considering the IR-Drop induced
by both the clocking and computing components is suggested in [A. Mukherjee and
Marek-Sadowska, 2002] and considering the IR-Drop and the area constrained in
[Guptaa and Kahng, 2006]. To determine the size, number and location of pads,
[Bhooshan, 2007] and [Bhooshan and Rao, 2007] propose a closed form model for
the power distribution network in N-metal layer system for wire-bond and flip-chip
packages in function of given design constraints (as power dissipation, power sup-
ply voltage or static IR-Drop).
Other works focus on the correlation between different parameters of the on-chip
power distribution grid and their impact on noise [D.A. Andersson, 2008], [K. Shak-
eri and Meindl, 2003], [Shakeri and Meindl, 2005]. Results from these papers can be
used as guidelines when designing a robust power distribution network.
Models proposed by [Rius, 2013b] and by [K. Shakeri and Meindl, 2003], [Shak-
eri and Meindl, 2005] exclusively focus on the IR-Drop phenomenon. In [Shakeri
and Meindl, 2005] the author demonstrates that the PDN can be approximated as a
continuous layer of conductive material and that IR-Drop can be calculated by solv-
ing a system of partial differential equations, i.e. Poisson equation, with the proper
boundary conditions. The author proposes a compact physical IR-Drop model of the
on-chip power distribution grid and an IR-Drop model is derived for the wire-bond
and the flip-chip packages. In this paper, the tradeoff between the package and the
on-chip power distribution network parameters is studied in details. The size and
number of pad tradeoff is also analyzed. The optimal placement of these pads is de-
rived to minimize the IR-Drop. In brief, Shakeri suggests the use of a large number
of small pads for the power distribution network instead of a small number of large
pads to reduce the IR-Drop.
Based on the conclusion of Shakeri, [Rius, 2013b] suggests another IR-Drop model
to determine the average power consumption of a block. Initially, the IR-Drop is
modeled in an infinite PDN. Then, the IR Drop model in a finite PDN is derived
from the infinite model solution.
The suggested model provides an accuracy estimation of the average power con-
sumption of a block for the wire-bond package. Models of Shakeri and Rius help
designers in the early stage of the design to estimate accurately the on-chip and
package resources that need to be dedicated to power distribution, reducing the cost
of over-design.
In brief, most of these works are based on a vector-less approach and primarily
target the spatial effect of supply voltage noise. Suggested statistical circuit models
estimate the average current consumption at the chip level, allow to identify the crit-
ical areas and to adapt the PDN network design in order to avoid the undesirable
voltage drop. Although the design approaches do not take into account the input
vector dependence of the IR-Drop phenomenon, the statistical models provide an
estimated supply voltage drop at the chip level.
It is a fact that a vector-based simulation at the chip level is non-viable due to pro-
hibitive simulation costs.
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1.3 Static & Dynamic IR Drop
Static IR-Drop is an average of the voltage drop of the circuit. Dynamic IR-Drop
depends on the switching activity of the logic, hence is vector dependent. Dynamic
IR-Drop depends more on the switching time and less on the clock period. Which
means that IR-Drop should not become correlated with the average current which
depends totally on the time period, where as dynamic IR-Drop depends on the in-
stantaneous current which is higher while cells are switching.
In older technologies where natural decoupling capacitances from the PDN and
non-switching logic were available, static IR-Drop constituted adequate sign-off anal-
ysis. Nowadays modern technologies include huge amounts of circuitry which is
switching simultaneously. That switching results high current demands making dy-
namic IR-Drop a critical factor. These current demands can be brief and highly lo-
calized or the exact opposite, meaning long lasting and extending in a large area
causing setup or hold time violations.
1.3.1 Static IR Drop Analysis
Static IR drop is the simplest analysis possible. It is used in the early stages of de-
sign development in order to give some initial information about the robustness of
the power grid [S. K. Nithin, 2010], [Y. Ban, 2014].
In general, it consists of a simulation requiring little information, but it cannot
guarantee a very realistic value of IR drop; however, a short time will be needed to
simulate the circuit and it could provide an early estimation so as to highlight the
most significant power grid problems. The verification with static voltage drop is
not enough to ensure chip integrity because it considers only the parasitic resistance
of the power grid and the average current, which is used to calculate the average
voltage drop [K. Arabi, 2007].
The static analysis computes an estimation of the peak current in order to deter-
mine the maximum voltage drop on each node. A typical flow for a complete IR
drop analysis involves simulating the chip with static analysis first, then verifying
that the IR drop is below a user specified threshold and then, using the results as a
baseline for the dynamic analysis.
In the static analysis, a typical approaches follows the following steps:
• Extract the parasitic resistance of the power grid.
• Create the power grid as a resistor matrix.
• Calculate the average current for each gate connected to the power grid.
• Distribute this average current around the resistance matrix, according to the
physical location of considered gate.
• Apply for each power pad a source of VDD.
• Calculate the voltage on each cell using the current and the resistance matrix.
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1.3.2 Dynamic IR Drop Analysis
Dynamic voltage drop analysis is the next step for the IR drop analysis. Dynamic
analysis is used to detect integrity problems, evaluating the IR drop caused by peak
current demand, due to simultaneous switching of gates, and considering the im-
pact of decoupling capacitors and inductors [Y. Ban, 2014].
To understand the very basic difference between static or dynamic analysis we can
see a simple example from [Zhu, 2004].
Let us consider two timing diagrams.
FIGURE 1.3: Current waveform of different transistors
These diagrams show the current pulse for different transistors. Each current pulse
has the same magnitude but a different timing. In fact, in the first one all pulses
occur at once, in the second one they are spread over a period of time. In both cases,
the current has the same average value for all transistors.
For this reason, the static analysis will not see any difference. On the contrary, the
dynamic one will see a worst IR drop in the first case, caused by the simultaneous
pulse of the transistors.
Dynamic analysis gives a more realistic value of IR drop and helps identifying
which input activates a certain problem in the design.
Depending on the input data, we can distinguish two different dynamic analyses:
Vector-based and Vectorless.
The vector-driven approach requires a preliminary functional simulation of the de-
vice. The back-annotated gate-level or post-layout simulation (i.e., considering cell
and propagation delays) precisely identifies the occurrence of signal switching in
time.
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With this data, IR-drop analysis can accurately evaluate voltage values on the power
grid in time and space. From an operative point of view, signal and cell activity data
is produced by the simulator in a standard file format known as Value change dump
(VCD).Knowing which cells are switching and when, the tool can create a current
waveform based on the internal power consumption of each cell.
Generally, the VCD file generation can be a very time-consuming process, and
the result is a huge database. For this reason, the application of the analysis process
using the VCD associated with a long simulation is impracticable, due to the limited
resources; one method is selecting a time interval from the available dataset, based
on the highest activity and the worst-case power [Cadence Design Systems, 2018].
On the other hand, the vectorless approach can be very useful for an early-stage
and full-chip verification [W. Zhao, 2014]. In the vectorless approach, through a
probabilistic calculation, the analysis tool generates a worst-case input vector, with-
out using actual simulation. To do that, it needs timing and activity information in
order to know when and how often an instance is switching. The timing information
is extracted from the data generated from static timing analysis, done during all the
phases of the implementation in order to check the timing correctness.
The switching activity is set in a statistical way.
Once the power analysis is done, the tool will generate time-varying current
waveforms for all instances based on the internal power defined in the cell libraries.
The calculated waveforms are then fed into the dynamic analysis tool for the calcu-
lation of the IR drop. In general, the vectorless approach is less accurate than the
VCD based one, because the switching activity comes from a statistical distribution.
However, constructing a worst-case dynamic voltage profile in an early stage can
be very useful and offers a great improvement in terms of run time over the vector-
based approach, which is not feasible for a full chip verification [X. Xiong, 2010].
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Current IR Drop Analysis
Methodologies
In this chapter I will be focusing on presenting the current methodologies that are
being used in the Industry and in the Academia for IR Drop Analysis.
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2.1 Static Analysis
The static analysis is the first step for a complete IR drop analysis.
The static IR drop analysis is widely used early in the flow to detect and correct
problems in the power grid, such us missing vias, shorts, insufficient power routing
width, etc. It is also used to simulate the average impact of the design operating
for a long period; in fact, it calculates the average voltage drop associated to a user-
defined circuit activity.
Even if static analysis is not optimal in precision, depending on how many input
data we give to the simulation, we can have different levels of accuracy. In the anal-
ysis without functional simulation data (VCD file), the exact value of the switching
current of cells is not known, because we do not know when they will switch and
their exact activity. In this case, the activity is calculated with probabilistic compu-
tations, so the power dissipated will be an approximate value.
Moreover, the gate characterizations give better accuracy, since the tool will know
the exact current behavior of each cell, and so on. It must be noted, however, that
the objective of static analysis, generally, is not the highest accuracy, because the de-
tection of power grid problems can be accomplished even without the computation
of exact voltage drop values.
Since the leakage current will contribute to the value of power dissipation, it is
easy to understand how the temperature can influence the voltage drop. The leakage
current increases exponentially with temperature, thus changing the voltage drop
value as well.
Therefore, the static analysis is performed using low, nominal and high temperature.
In order to do that we need to change the corners for each simulation. These cor-
ners are a triad of values, representing the performance of process(worst, nominal
and best), voltage, and temperature.
They are usually identified with the PVT acronym (from process, voltage and tem-
perature).
By changing corner, it is possible to simulate the circuit in different conditions.
Usually the worst corner for the IR drop analysis is best process, high voltage
and high temperature [Y. Ban, 2014].
2.2 Dynamic Vectorless Analysis
The Vectorless analysis is a good surrogate for a dynamic analysis if simulation data
are not available, which is extremely common.
In this type of analysis, the tool does not compute the average voltage drop over
a clock cycle; instead, it performs the voltage drop calculation considering the sum
of peak currents. These currents are calculated every time instant, called steps, and
for each step, the voltage drop is computed. Since we are not working with average
voltage drop, we will expect higher values with respect to the static analysis. Like
the static analysis, different levels of accuracy can be obtained depending on the data
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input given to the tool.
As an example, in the vector-free analysis current gate characterization has an
important weight for the same reason seen before, that is because we are perform-
ing instantaneous peak current calculations. In fact, the triangular or trapezoidal
model can lead to inaccurate results, while more detailed models can better approx-
imate the exact current values. In this analysis it is usually possible to obtain current
waveforms for the entire chip, analyzing the time interval with highest simultane-
ous activity.
We will see that this graph can be compared to the graph generated from the analy-
sis with a VCD.
2.3 Dynamic Vector-based with critical cycle selection
The dynamic vector-based analysis is the optimal analysis in terms of accuracy, but
it requires more resources and time.
The simulation vectors (VCD) are used to provide the most accurate switching
information in order to construct a realistic switching scenario. In fact, every net or
instance activity is determined entirely from the VCD.
Similarly as for the vectorless analysis, the tool analyzes peak currents, but now it
knows the exact activity of each net or instance, so the analysis can be more accurate
and realistic.
However, the simulation becomes much longer than in the previous case. In fact,
since the large number of instances that need to be simulated, generally it is unfea-
sible to use the complete set of data deriving from a functional simulation of the
circuit.
So, the analysis is applied in the worst case only.
One possible method involves the selection of the time interval during which it is
present the higher activity, and perform the analysis in that interval.
We can see Figure 2.1 as an example: this represents the power waveform acquired
performing the power calculation of an entire VCD. This is called FSDB (Fast Signal
Database) and represent the power demand of the entire design with respect to the
entire simulation time of the VCD. From that waveform, we clearly see that there are
two time intervals (inside the red rectangles) with high power demand. Therefore,
one way to go is to apply the analysis in those intervals only.
If there is the possibility to produce the FSDB, one can select the intervals manually.
It must be noted that this waveform may be difficult or time consuming to obtain, or
maybe the waveform coming from the simulation can be quite regular, so selecting
the right interval can be very challenging.
Another option is the critical cycle selection method, which is a feature offered
by some analysis tools that select automatically the worst power interval. During
power calculation, the tool calculates the power demand for each time span of a
fixed length. Then it will apply the voltage drop analysis in the selected interval,
i.e., the one with most average power consumption.
Moreover, it will report a ranking in terms of average power demand and volt-
age change per cycle for future debug. The latter represents how much the voltage
changes form one cycle to another and this can be a further cause of IR drop.
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FIGURE 2.1: Power waveform of an entire VCD
The manual method is expected to be more accurate than the automatic way. The
reason is that the power calculation done in the cycle selection is built to be fast, so
it is less precise then the one used for the production of the FSDB, produced by a
simulation of the VCD.
Finally, it is important to clarify that maximum power does not mean that the
analysis will identify the maximum number of hotspots, since the activity may be




In this chapter I will be focusing on the methodology that was developed in order
to address the challenges that arise when engineers try to efficiently stress a PG so
they can identify structural PG weaknesses and localized IR drop hotspots that may
cause malfunctions. As explained earlier, IR drop may cause timing violations, cause
the chip to overheat or even destroy the IC.
Due to limitations that the confidentiality of this work introduces, explaining the
methodology in-depth and sharing every step is not possible since this methodology
is considered a competitive advantage and company confidential information.
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3.1 Enabling Multi-Cycle Analysis
When performing Vectorless Dynamic IR Drop Analysis, the user has to decide if
the analysis will be :
• Single-cycle.
• Multi-cycle.
Single-cycle applies the same switching scenario in every clock cycle, for the
whole duration of the simulation. This is not realistic since the chance of a circuit
having the same instances switching continuously for, let’s say 20 clock cycles, is
pretty low. In addition to that, by continuously triggering the same instances for the
whole duration of the simulation only concentrates the switching activity in a small
area, achieving low spatial coverage and evaluating only a small fraction of the PG.
Multi-cycle applies a different switching scenario in every clock cycle, for the
whole duration of the simulation. This is closer to the operation of the circuit in the
real world and due to the constant change of the switching portion of the design,
high spatial coverage is achieved. In addition to that, by continuously triggering
the same instances for the whole duration of the simulation only concentrates the
switching activity in a small area, achieving low spatial coverage and evaluating
only a small fraction of the PG.
3.2 Taking in account the locality of the phenomenon
Power has to feed every transistor within a chip. That power is distributed around
the chip using the metal layers. As fabrication technologies have become smaller,
the size of the wires has also been getting smaller, while physical chip dimensions
have stayed roughly the same.
This means that wires have become thinner but have not gotten shorter.
That leads to an increase in resistance per unit length. There is an almost 10X in-
crease in resistance between a 28nm chip and a 7nm chip, and that will follow an
exponential increase for smaller geometries.
At the same time, the total power consumed by chip has also remained fairly flat.
As current flows through a resistor, the voltage drops – this is what is referred to
as IR drop. When the voltage at a transistor drops, it becomes slower and this could
impact the circuit timing. When this happens on a critical path through a design, it
can also lead to a functional failure and thus needs to be avoided.
Another trend in semiconductor design has been a reduction in operating voltage,
meaning that small changes in supply voltage may represent an increasing percent-
age of the digital swing and potentially lead to incorrect logic values being seen.
In extremely advanced technology nodes, even when an extremely small number
of instances that are close to each other switch, significant IR Drop occurs that may
lead to violations and/or malfunctions of the circuit. That is why we decided to pick
small portions of the design in each cycle and concentrate the switching activity on
these areas. This allows us to efficiently test the robustness of the PG and to identify
any outliers early in the design cycle.
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3.3 Triggering a different portion of the design
In this section, a short and abstract analysis of the methodology is presented. Unfor-
tunately, more info cannot be disclosed.
The user has the ability to divide a design into regions and produce different
scenarios for each region. This provides the user with the necessary freedom to de-
velop a scenario that will be very close to a real-world scenario. A portion of the
design may require higher switching activity while a different portion may have
lower. For example, a DSP application would demand plenty of Fourier transfor-
mations. Therefore, if a design is a DSP core, the user would expect to see a lot of
switching activity in the area where the blocks that conduct the Fourier transforma-
tions are located and see lower activity in the separate floating-point unit.
These defined regions are then divided once again into smaller portions that
cover a user-defined area. The user has the ability to define the shape and dimen-
sions of these chunks. These chunks are then grouped through the utilization of a
heuristic technique and only a certain number of these chunks is allowed to switch
per clock cycle.
Therefore, in each of these groups there are always some members that are toggling.
The user is also responsible to provide the methodology with a desired Toggle
Ratio for the region that will follow the generated scenario and the desired switch-
ing activity that will be focused in a chunk.
Finally, the user must define the number of cycles so the methodology can gen-
erate a scenario for this particular number of clock cycles.
Our methodology divides the layout of the design into smaller areas
TEXT RETRACTED DUE TO CONFIDENTIALITY
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3.4 Handling Clock Instances and Memories
It is mandatory to handle the clock instances and memories that exist in a design.
For the clock instances two different flavors were evaluated:
• Triggering every clock instance of our design in every cycle.
• Triggering every clock instance that lies on an "activation area" in each cycle.
• Allow the methodology work freely, taking advantage of the randomness.
Triggering every clock instance of the design in every cycle, would lead us to
have 100% switching of clock instances in every cycle. This would increase the
power consumption and would also cause our analysis to be unrealistic since in
modern IC designs, clock instances do not toggle in every clock cycle through the
utilization of smart design techniques, such as clock gating.
Triggering every clock instance that lies on an "activation area" in each cycle was also
not applied. Through our experiments, we realized that the activation of that many
clock instances in a small area affected negatively the ultimate goal, which was high
spatial coverage and extremely high switching coverage. By switching that many
clock instances in a small box, there was no room to trigger that many combina-
tional and/or sequential instances that lied on the same area.
The final call was to allow the methodology to work freely, taking advantage of the
randomness that is embedded in its process to decide which instances will switch.
It is guaranteed that each time a small area is chosen to toggle, a different set of in-
stances is activated and each instance is equally likely to be picked.
For the memories, we produce scenarios that ensure that in each simulation cy-
cle, the memories switch on a different custom state. Unfortunately, since the mem-
ories used in our design are fully custom and are considered a company competitive
advantage, more info cannot be disclosed about their operation and the scenarios
that are applied when these blocks are tested.






In this chapter I will be focusing on the experimental methodology that we used
in order to benchmark our approach and compare it to three different approaches.
Subsequently, results will be presented and analyzed.
Comparisons between the number of outliers that the analysis identified, switching
coverage, runtime, peak current, peak cycle power and average cycle power shall
be presented. Due to limitations that the confidentiality of this work introduces, all
values will be presented compared to one another.
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4.1 Experimental Methodology
In order to have a fair comparison and evaluation of the proposed methodology,
every experiment was executed on the same machine, without any other processes
running in the background so we can have a good estimation of the total runtime.
The total runtime presented here is the mean of 20 execution times, without taking
in account the minimum and maximum runtime out of those 20 runs.
Moreover, every design was implemented in the same technology node, following
precisely each and every step of the ASIC flow without any variations or design
specific ECOs.
FIGURE 4.1: A flow diagram presenting the ASIC flow
4.2 Metrics
In this section, I would like to elaborate on the importance of each and every metric
that was used in order to evaluate our methodology. To avoid misunderstandings,
all metrics are considered equally important and there is no strong preference to-
wards the "betterment" of a particular metric.
First and foremost, switching coverage demonstrates "how much" of the design
is switching throughout the entire simulation. In order to stress the PG and effi-
ciently assess its attributes and identify its weaknesses, we would like to ensure the
highest possible spatial coverage to identify the maximum number of hotspots that
may occur.
Secondly, runtime is an important metric that has to be taken in account so we
can have the results of a simulation at a reasonable time. There is no point in execut-
ing something that will need an infinite amount of time to present its results, even if
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those results would be the most accurate and realistic results possible.
Thirdly, the total number of IR outliers represents the number of instances that
have a drop greater than a specific percentage, which flags them as violating in-
stances. This percentage comes from measurements and data from the past years,
which led to the "calibration" of the internal signoff methodologies.
Fourthly, the peak current is the maximum amount of current which output is
capable of sourcing for brief periods of time. When a power supply or an electrical
device is first turned on, high initial current flows into the load, starting at zero and
rising until it reaches a peak value, known as the peak current. This is usually much
higher compared to the steady-state current. The current will then decrease gradu-
ally from the peak current value to the steady state where it stabilizes.
FIGURE 4.2: The steady state, inrush and peak current when a device
is turned on
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The difference between the steady-state value and the peak current is what is re-
ferred to as the inrush current. This is a property that designers must pay attention
to when selecting the components. The peak current should be within safe limits
and only last for a short duration to avoid stressing the components or causing ex-
cessive heating or damage.
Fifthly, the peak cycle power represents the maximum power consumption in
one clock cycle that occured during our simulation. This power consumption has
to be a reasonable value, elsewise someone may claim that the analysis is not real-
istic. For example, if in one clock cycle the design consumes, let us say 30Watts, the
methodology is probably flawed and reaches an absurd power consumption level in
one clock cycle.
Last but not least, the average power demonstrates the average power consump-
tion of our design during the analysis. If we wish to have a simulation which is close
to the real-word behavior of our circuit, the, this value should respect the power
budget that the design specifications define.
4.3 Results
In this section, I will be presenting the results of our work.
In a similar order as the one that was used previously, where I elaborated on the
significance of each metric, I will be showcasing the great improvement that was
achieved when using our methodology on an industrial benchmark.
The following figure is a bar chart that shows the switching coverage that each ap-
proach managed to achieve and the total runtime of each approach as a seperate line,
shown on the same figure.
FIGURE 4.3: Switching coverage and runtime achieved by each
methodology
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This figure clearly shows the tremendous improvements on switching coverage
that the proposed vectorless methodology achieves compared to all the other ap-
proaches. A single-cycle Vectorless approach manages to reach 0.493x the coverage
of a VCD, the multi-cycle Vectorless achieves 2.851x and our proposed approach
manages to cover 3.556x more than the Vector-based approach. Moreover, the im-
pact on runtime is insignificant since the proposed methodology has a similar run-
time as the native Multi-cycle vectorless, which is slightly faster in a design that is
tremendously large.These results reassure us on the scalability that this methodol-
ogy has and proves its ability to handle humongous IC designs.
The following figure presents a breakdown of the switching coverage of each method-
ology for the same benchmark. Disclosure of the total number of instances is not
allowed.
FIGURE 4.4: Switching coverage breakdown for each methodology
The above figure confirms that the achieved switching coverage that the pro-
posed vectorless methodology causes, compared to all the other approaches, is bet-
ter at benchmarking the PG. The single-cycle Vectorless approach manages to cover
only 13.37% of the design, while only exciting 10.96% of the combinational logic of
the circuit. The multi-cycle Vectorless approach improves the coverage and reaches
77.20% total coverage of the design, while exciting 76.52% of the combinational logic
of the circuit. That is a decent result, however, why would someone settle for the bet-
ter approach, when the best approach is available?
The proposed methodology covers 96.39% of the design, while switching 96.37%
of the combinational instances, 96.55% of the sequential instances and every mem-
ory/IP that is instantiated in the design. Finally, the VCD, reaches 27.13% total cov-
erage while exciting 26.77%, 33.14% and 56.94% of combinational, sequential and
memory/IP instances respectively.
These results back us up on the argument that this proposed methodology excites
almost every instance of the design and has the ability to identify small localized
hotspots and efficiently evaluate the PG for weaknesses through the completeness
of the analysis.
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This next figure presents a bar chart that shows the total number of IR Outliers
that each approach managed to identify achieve and the peak current of each ap-
proach as a seperate line, shown on the same figure.
FIGURE 4.5: IR Outliers and Peak Current for each methodology
By examining the above figure, we can see that the total number of IR Drop Out-
liers identified by the proposed vectorless methodology is 3.592x the number of out-
liers identified by the vector-based approach, which is a simulation of a real-word
application. In comparison, the number of outliers identified by the single-cycle and
multi-cycle vectorless methodologies are 0.116x and 0.007x the number of outliers
that the vector-based approach identifies respectively.
Does that mean that all these hotspots that were identified willcause malfunctions or
that these drops will happen while the IC is operating and cause any timing issues
or any other issue?
No, definitely no.
But, and this is a huge but, no one can claim that these hotspots are not there, or
that they are fictional or false positives. And no one can guarantee that there are
no paths that may be excited and cause issues. Therefore, a smart designer would
prefer to extensively benchmark the PG of the circuit and ensure that the IC will not
have any dangerous regions that may cause trouble.
In addition to that, we see that the peak current that the proposed vectorless method-
ology has insignificant differences with the two other vectorless approaches. There-
fore, we see that the native flows of an EDA vendor and our methodology reach the
same values and we can claim that our approach is safe to use.
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This next figure presents a bar chart that shows the peak cycle power that each ap-
proach managed to identify achieve and the average power of each approach as a
seperate line, shown on the same figure.
FIGURE 4.6: Peak Cycle Power and Average Power for each method-
ology
After evaluating the above figure and examining the design specifications, that
cannot be disclosed, we can see that our simulations all respect the Power Budget.
Therefore, no one can accuse us that in order to get more outliers we are increasing
the power budget up to unrealistic values. This technique is commonly used from
lazy engineers that do not want to examine thoroughly their design and are taking
the easy route or do not have any proper methodology to address these challenges.
Furthermore, the same applies for the peak cycle power that the simulations have.
This guarantees that during the simulation, there was no crazy behavior like having
a few extremely power hungry cycles and then the rest of the cycles in the simulation
having minimal power consumption.
That kind of behavior would compromise the validity of our analysis.
Unfortunately, due to the confidentiality agreement that we must respect, there
is no way that IR Drop maps can be presented. Therefore these maps have been re-
moved from this section, along with their analysis.
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FIGURE 4.7: Omitted due to confidentiality
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In this thesis we focused in exploring methodologies to identify localized IR drop
hotspots that are encountered in cutting edge technology nodes the semiconductor
industry uses.
Utilizing the locality of the phenomenon, that comes from its nature, we man-
aged to provide scenarios that efficiently reproduce the behavior of the circuit as it
operates in the real world and identify all the weaknesses that the PDN of the Inte-
grated Circuit has. This allows us to provide feedback , face the challenges that arise
and come up with solutions to make sure that our IC will be fully functional. There-
fore, we ensure great yield, save money and have the opportunity to reassure the
customer that the product will meet all the expected guidelines and requirements.
Moreover, since the proposed methodology does not depend on input vectors,
we save time and eliminate the dependency of engineering teams to others. We are
now able to ensure the robustness of the power grid and achieve extremely high
coverage of the circuit in a simulation, without introducing any significant overhead
or violating any restrictions such as the power budget.
To summarize, the proposed analysis methodology can improve the sign-off
quality through the utilization of the locality of the IR Drop effect, identify struc-
tural PG weakness and provide realistic results. The impact on runtime is small
and power budget violations were not seen on any experiment. Extensive switching
coverage is ensured, achieving numbers greater than 90% and the ability to identify
structural PG weaknesses is provided.
5.2 Future Work
In the future, there is significant value to extend the research presented in this thesis
towards the following directions:
• Guarantee that the analysis respects the power budget.
Power budget violations were not encountered in our experiments, but that
does not mean that there should not be a well formed and deterministic ap-
proach towards this.
• Hotspot driven VCD window selection.
There is tremendous value to the selection of a "good" portion of a vector in
order to analyze a circuit. Limiting the Vmin and identifying which part of
the input vector is the one that presents this result and selecting the portion of
the vector that will manage to capture IR Drop hotspots instead of picking the
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